Gate openers.
The perfect first
impression.
The ideal solution
for every requirement

Elegance meets
convenience
Give your property that special touch.
First impressions count: Your gate is a
calling card – it is the first thing your guests
see when they enter your property. That is
why choosing which external gate to install
is a decision that should be given careful
consideration.
The right opener from Marantec combines
reliability, safety, security, elegance and

convenience. This combination is what
makes our solutions unique. Our openers
not only open and close your gate reliably,
securely, and safely – thanks to the
underground design, they can even be
hidden from sight, making them invisible to
visitors.
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Feel safe
and secure
We protect what is dear to your heart.
Not everything that is important can be
seen. Many things are felt, which is why
you need to be able to trust that you are
safe. With our solutions, we do everything
to ensure the security of your gate. This
assurance applies just as much to the
opener as to its operation and each

individual smart solution that we use to
make your daily life easier, from the light
barrier to the coding of our wireless handheld remotes. We want you and everyone
who is important to you to feel safe. You can
bet on it.
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Quality
you can count on
Whole generations rely on Marantec.
Quality work – for us, that’s more than just
a sounding catchword. Generations have
worked on the good reputation of reliability
and quality. So have we.
Conscientious manufacturing plays a
decisive role in safety, reliability, and
durability.

Our products do what they were built to do,
for decades, day after day. The cost savings
are evident in the long run.
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Swing
or slide?
No matter how large or heavy your gate is,
we automate both sliding and swing gates.
Looking for a premium solution offering
all the advantages? If so, welcome to
Marantec!
Did you know that our openers are available
for both swing and sliding gates? Simply let
yourself be guided by your good taste and
the requirements of your architecture.
Some driveways only reveal their splendor
with a swing gate.
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Other driveways have a design language
and come with the requisite space to
complement a sliding gate. Regardless of
whether you decide on an opener for a swing
or sliding gate, we are uncompromising
when it comes to convenience, safety, and
security.

Sliding gate openers Swing gate openers
Suitable for both small and light and large and heavy
sliding gate systems and for private or commercial
purposes. Our opener systems slide the gates at the
press of a button, even in the case of inclines and other
extreme requirements.

Suitable for swing gates with one or two wings, which
can be small or big, light or heavy, with narrow or wide
gate posts. Our swing gate systems provide safety,
security, and convenience in all types of weather.
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Sliding gate
openers for all
situations
Maximum speed, a powerful workhorse, or
discreetly integrated in a post:
What are you looking for? We have sliding
gate openers for every situation. Whatever
you are searching for, you will always find
something extra for your day-to-day needs.
No more having to get out to open or close
the gate, and no more worrying about
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whether your property is secure.
With our openers, we are also equipped for
challenging situations, such as not being
able to see the path of the moving gate, or
using large and heavy gates. Regardless of
your needs, you can always rely on the high
quality of the materials and workmanship as
well as intelligent solutions.
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Sliding gate opener with
integrated control unit
Photocells
Radio hand transmitter

4
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Signal lamp
Radio code keypad or
radio fingerprint reader
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Compact opener
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Post-mounted
opener

Our range for
sliding gates
With a premium look, compact
design, and ease of integration.
Strong, quick, and high-quality openers
for your sliding gate.
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The openers
Compact
Comfort TU series:
Comfort TU 500 and 800 for gate wings up to 800 kg in a
practical kit. Greatly simplifies the decision when choosing an
automatic gate. Its LC display makes custom configuration a
breeze.

Quiet and quick
Comfort SU series:
Comfort SU 500F, SU 700M, and SU 1100M for gate wings up
to 1100 kg. A six m gate can be opened by the SU 500F in a
speedy 15 seconds.

Post-mounted opener
Comfort 861:
Our post-mounted opener Comfort 861 is available in two
standard sizes. It is the perfect choice if you prefer a
discreet design language that can be integrated into a classy
aluminum post on your fence.

Powerful minimalism
Comfort 861 S:
Comfort 861 S can be used with gate wings up to 600 kg
while remaining hidden in a high-quality anodized aluminum
housing.
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The right opener
for every swing
gate
Not all swing gates are created equal. The
weight and dimensions of the gate wings,
the distance between the post and the gate,
and whether the gate already exists or is in
the planning stages all influence the choice
of opener. No matter what you are looking
for, Marantec offers the right solution for
every swing gate. If you are still operating
your gate manually, we recommend our
retrofit openers.
They can be installed easily and integrated
elegantly.

Depending on the circumstances, our
openers work by means of the piston rod
principle, a specially protected sliding
carriage, an articulated arm that also
enables a large distance between the
post and the gate, or a practically invisible
underground opener. No matter which gate
you choose, you can trust its reliability,
safety, security, elegance, and convenience.
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Swing gate opener
Control housing
Photocells
Radio hand transmitter
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Electric lock
Signal lamp
Radio code keypad or
radio fingerprint reader
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Opener with
piston rod

Opener with
articulated arm

Opener with
sliding carriage
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Underground opener

2

Winged and swing
gates for retrofits
Elegant look with high-quality
and robust aluminum
You love your gate, but no longer want to
have to get out of and back into your car to
open and close the gate again each time
you go in or out? If so, we recommend our
retrofit openers. They are easy to install,
operate using the reliable piston rod or
sliding carriage principle, and move gate
wings with a width of up to 4 m.
Not much space for an opener on your gate?

The slim Comfort RE is our discreet,
aluminum-free solution that requires almost
no space at all. At a width of just 125 mm,
the Comfort RE2224 fits on almost every
post. Despite its size, it is powerful, making
it the opener of choice for many gates. It
moves wings measuring up to 2.3 m and
weighing 250 kg.
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The openers
Entry-level opener for private use
Comfort ST300:
The ST300 is the entry-level model from the ST series. Thanks
to its slimline design and function-oriented technology, it is
unbeatable value for money.

Opener for light swing gates
Comfort 515 and Comfort 516:
Our Comfort 515 and 516 openers are the right choice if you
are looking to automate a light single- or double-winged
swing gate. Two different technologies designed for different
circumstances, but identical in terms of the result.

Built to satisfy high design and
technological requirements
Comfort RA series:
The high-power Comfort RA series is available with or without
encoder technology. The Comfort RA series is able to move
gates of measuring up to 4.0 m and weighing up to 600 kg safely,
securely, and reliably.

Power for large swing gates
Comfort 525 series:
The openers of the Comfort 525 series for single- and doublewinged swing gates are designed to transmit the force
required for large and heavy gates particularly effectively while
guaranteeing extremely smooth gate operation at the same
time – extra strong, yet highly elegant.
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Our range for winged
and swing gates
For large, heavy gates. For wide gate posts.
For invisible operation.
We have openers available for every
situation. They open large and heavy gate
wings reliably and smoothly. We can also
add openers to gates that are already
installed.
If you are looking to automate your gate
today, but value a clear, uncluttered look
free of technical devices, we have just the
thing for you. We call this opener series
Comfort UN – invisible openers for swing

gates.
It is the perfect solution for your gate where
you not only wish to have the convenience,
safety, and security of an automated gate
but also wish the opener technology to be
almost entirely invisible. The opener and
devices are mostly hidden under the road
surface. Thanks to a powerful motor, it
moves gate wings measuring up to 3.5 m
and weighing up to 600 kg.
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The openers
Looks are everything
Comfort 530 L:
The Comfort 530 L opener transmits the force for large,
heavy gates via a sliding carriage integrated in the housing.
This means that it operates entirely invisibly, while also being
protected against the ingress of dirt.

Developed for demanding requirements
Comfort ST500:
The ST500 has been developed for commercial use on gates
with a maximum wing length of 5.0 m. The highly robust
mechanics combined with the modern and high-performance
control technology make the ST500 an optimal solution for
commercial use.

Slimline design for maximum usability
Comfort REP2224:
The Comfort REP is only available in one variant – the optimal
one! Its compact design featuring a width of just 125 mm
allows it to fit on almost any post. For gates measuring up to
2.3 m and weighing up to 250 kg and equipped with bi·linked
wireless technology.

Invisible swing gate opener
Comfort UN series:
The underground openers of the UN series have been
developed to fulfill the visual requirements for premium
gates. By installing the opener under the road surface, all the
equipment is made invisible to the naked eye. Thanks to a
powerful motor, it is the optimal choice for moving gate wings
measuring up to 3.5 m in width and weighing up to 600 kg.
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Open Sesame?
A wave is all it takes.
Whether it is a handheld remote,
keypad, or wall console:
If wireless handheld remotes win prizes, it
means they exhibit the perfect proportions,
choice of material, and features. Try them
out for yourself. Our handheld remotes not
only allow gates to be opened and closed,
but they can also have other functions
assigned to the buttons.

Our wireless handheld remotes use 128-bit
encryption and a rolling code – technology
to keep you safe and secure.
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Because we feel that good
functionality should also look
good. You have full control.

Digital 564

Digital 572

Mini hand
transmitter

Micro hand
transmitter

Digital 520

Digital 525

Digital 526

Wall-mounted
pushbutton

Radio code keypad

Radio code keypad
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Safety and security
in all situations
The relevant laws are stringent, but we are
even stricter. You can equip all Marantec
openers with additional safety and security
systems. By doing so, you augment the
high safety and security precautions our
products feature. Why do we do this?
Because we want you and your loved ones to
feel safe and sound, regardless of whether

you prefer to keep your gate open or closed.
Furthermore, we also add a further layer of
safety and security upon request.
Our light barriers ensure that the gate only
moves when the path is clear.
An additional battery ensures that the
opener keeps working even in the event of
a power failure, while single lamps warn of a
moving gate in confusing situations.
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Accessories
Making sure our solution is perfect for you.

Photocells for yard
and external gates

Photocells for
outdoor installation

LPR camera

External unlocking
device

Battery backup

Signal lamp
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Only for cars?
What a pity!
Automatically open and close your own personal parcel
locker – we make your garage smart!
We make your garage doors smart. We call
the system behind this maveo. It allows you
to intuitively control your gates and doors
and tap into a world of new possibilities.
For example, our maveo scanner turns your
garage into your own personal parcel locker.
Simply enter the tracking number into your
maveo app. The delivery staff or postal
worker scans the delivery with the maveo
scanner: The garage door opens, your
parcel can be placed inside, and the door
closes automatically after a few seconds.

And the best thing is: In the maveo app, you
can see when the maveo scanner was used
and your parcel was delivered.
Furthermore, the maveo scanner not only
accepts parcels but also reads barcodes
and QR codes in accordance with industrial
standards.
This also allows you to use it for convenient
and secure access solutions.
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Get more out of
your garage
Our elegant openers give it glamor
and provide you with convenience.
It is the performance and convenient
operation of our garage door openers that
make them so impressive – combined with
their elegant appearance. The sophisticated
and flexible technology of Marantec openers
and our accessories move doors that weigh
up to 220 kg and are six m wide, regardless
of whether you use single-walled or doublewalled sectional doors, up-and-over doors,
overhead doors, or canopy doors.
By choosing solutions from Marantec, you

get powerful, reliable openers, coupled with
safe, secure, and convenient operation.
Upon request, a battery and solar module
provide independence from the grid. The
systems can be operated conveniently
via the wall button and wireless handheld
transmitters. Naturally, you can also have
our garage door openers in a smart version
with everything that maveo has to offer.

Door
s
type
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Why Marantec?
Because quality
resulting from
experience is a
good thing.
A family business on
its way into the future.
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Experience and innovation
We have been developing and manufacturing at our headquarters in East Westphalia, Germany, since 1957. Our goal:
to equip you with the best openers for your garage doors and
entry gates.
This requires experience and new ideas. We devote our energies to opener and control systems, plus accessory products,
for all types of doors and gates – garage doors, swing and
sliding gates, industrial gates, and parking barriers.

Security and convenience
We develop patented technologies for maximum security and
convenience. Our business is certified to DIN ISO 9001.

Attractive products
Every one of our products demonstrates that technology can
look good and be functional.

Global presence
We sell our products in more than 70 countries.
As a family business, our partnerships with our trade customers and our
relationships with our users are the most important things to us. We
respond to requests and requirements and are flexible, fast, and dependable.

Top innovator 2021
We innovate every day – and have the awards to prove it
Experience and innovation have characterized our actions since
the company was founded. Our award in 2021 honors us as being a
top innovator in the electronics/electrical engineering sector.

Marantec Marienfeld GmbH & Co. KG

Ovitor Oy

Remser Brook 11
33428 Marienfeld
Germany

Sienitie 24
PL 10
00761 Helsinki,
Finland

Phone +49 5247 705-0
Fax +49 5247 705-230
info@marantec.com
www.marantec.com

Phone +358 207106 600
Fax +358 207106 616
info@ovitor.fi
www.mfz-antriebe.de

Dortech (Pty) Limited
South-Africa
16/18 Monte Carlo Road Mahogany Ridge
3610 Westmead
South-Afrika
Phone +27 31 7008260
Fax +27 31 7008120
sales@dortech.co.za
www.marantec.com
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